
OWL BELIEVES TWO THINGS ABOUT SMALL BUSINESS MONEY: > It should be stable and secure.  > There should be more of it.

Success   in    vacation    mode:
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Too often, businesses only pull reports when 
something goes wrong.

We strongly recommend the use of a weekly scorecard 
(a.k.a. dashboard or “Key Performance Indicators”).

A weekly scorecard will give you a clear snapshot of 
your business, including the “leading indicators” that 
give you a heads up on items requiring action.

If you keep a sharp eye on your leading indicators 
(such as number of website hits, sales appointments, 
and proposals sent) you can anticipate lagging 
indicators (such as revenue from sales or billable hours) 
and stay ahead of the curve.

Make a weekly scorecard part of your ritual. Establish 
benchmarks so that you know what’s normal and what 
signals trouble – before trouble becomes disaster.

  When you know how to make sense of this 
scorecard, you can review it with ease -- even on an     
from a beach somewhere. While you or your staff 
are out of the office, you can still monitor the 
numbers and ensure that results-oriented activities 
are actually getting done. Bonus: no heavy-handed 
management required.

It’s all about being proactive, which means more 
time relaxing and less time scrambling to react and 
burying yourself in paperwork.

A good accounting professional can automate 
these reports and walk through them with you, 
saving time and minimizing the risk of 
misinterpretation.

Timely reporting is your friend

STRATEGY #1

Here are thr! tri" -and - true #ra$gi% :
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How to turn the brain off and leave the cash flow on

Quick show of hands: who’s super 
excited about attending that meeting?
Anyone? 

Precisely no one is excited about it. 
That’s because the words “July,” “Friday,” 
“4:45 p.m.” and “meeting” do not go well together.

For many of us, summer time means vacation mode, even 
when we’re not technically out of the office. 
Let’s blame it on the heat, or the intoxicating smells 
of sunscreen and barbecue. 

It’s not necessarily a bad thing – after all, everyone needs a 
break to prevent burnout. There’s nothing wrong with 
temporary vacation mode, provided you’re set up to ensure that vacation mode doesn’t interfere with the 
successful operation of your business.

That’s right: it is possible to turn the brain off and leave the cash flow on.

How, you ask? Let’s talk about it this Friday at 4:45 p.m. Just kidding.

These strategies are just a few of the cash flow-savvy 
tips we’ve accumulated over the years. Contact us for 
in-depth, personalized advice and resources. 

We’ve said it before and we’ll say it again: vacations – 
both mental and physical -- are a good thing. You 
work hard and you deserve a break. Just make sure 
that your break doesn’t break your business.

STRATEGY #2

Work with the right people
This sounds like a no-brainer, but it’s shocking how often business 
owners don’t feel like they can step back because they don’t trust 
things to stay intact in their absence.

Let’s be clear: the buck stops with you, even when you’re on 
vacation. You can’t wash your hands of your business, but you can 
ensure that things keep churning along smoothly.

All of this might mean shaking things up a bit on your team. It 
might mean seeking outside help.

Perhaps you’re thinking that this sounds like too much work, or 
that you’re on HR autopilot and can’t afford to make shifts in 
resources. But think about it: can you afford to work with people 
who won’t execute well when your back is turned for a moment?

Surround yours&f with 
a $am of peop' who are:
> Well-suited to their positions 

(see our mailing on the “Crux 
move” for more information on this)

> Willing to be painfully honest 
with you about errors and problems

> Empowered – and trusted – to 
make good decisions on your 
behalf when you can’t be reached.

STRATEGY #3

Manage cash flow to avoid a crunch
You’re not the only one on vacation mode during the summer: your 
customers and vendors are just as susceptible to the call of the beach.

Make sure that your accounts receivable and accounts payable 
schedules line up before you head to the lake or shut off your brain.

Pay extra attention to your accounts receivable to see if there are 
opportunities for improvement – especially if your accounts receivable 
are looking a bit tight.

Most companies are too lax about getting paid in a timely manner. 
Letting your accounts receivable payments string out 60, 90 or even 
120 days is like lending that money to a customer, usually for free.

A $10 million dollar company 
shortening the average 
collection time by just five 
days frees up $137,000.


